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THREE DIMENSIONS
TO DEVELOP
A favourable climate for social
economy stakeholders to be
aware of the need to identify
a ct i o n s to i n c re a s e t h e
visibility of the necessity for
Corporate
Social
Entrepreneu rshi p a nd the
d eve l o p m e nt of a m o re
socially aware entrepreneurial
society in regions.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM EMBRACE!
Happy New Year to all our readers. We hope that this is a
safe and COVID-free 2022 for all.
At EMBRACE, despite the ongoing pandemic and difficulty
to arrange face-to-face meetings, the partnership has been
working hard to achieve our goals and promote Corporate
Social Entrepreneurship (CSE). We now take this
opportunity to share with you our series of very interesting
results to date.

TO CO-CREATE
An innovative, multidisciplinary
European Corporate Social
Entrepreneurship Curriculum
(ECSEC) to be incorporated
into H EI education
p ro g ra m m e s a c ro s s a l l
disciplines.
TO ESTABLISH
A sustainable environment that
facilitates the exchange, flow
and co-creation of knowledge
between HEIs and enterprises:
resulting in the creation of new
business opportunities dealing
with social change both within
and external to organisations.

THE FUTURE
IS SOCIAL
#CSEmbrace

During the first stage of the project development, we
focused on examining the current state of the art of
Corporate Social Entrepreneurship (CSE), having scoped out
the climate for social economy, addressing with different
stakeholders the need to identify actions to increase the
visibility for CSE and the development of a more socially
aware entrepreneurial society in European regions. To do so,
we have evaluated the current landscape considering the
social trends and the volatile changes made by digital
disruption. As a result, we published a Review of Corporate
Social Entrepreneurship Programmes in HEIs and a
Comparative Report and Handbook for Corporate Social
Entrepreneurs.
We have also established different levels and modules for
students and adjusted the educational and professional
needs at each level to ensure quality training aligned with
the objectives of the project. To do so, the partnership has
co-designed and co-developed a Corporate Social
Entrepreneurship Curriculum (ECSEC) to be incorporated
into HEI education programmes across all disciplines.
During the co-design and co-elaboration of the curriculum,
the consortium established four pathways - Novice,
Intermediate, Professional, and Expert - to address the
needs of the students and boost their competencies by
enhancing social responsibility, social entrepreneurship,
and socially sustainable development.
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OUR PLANS FOR 2022

PARTNERS:

At present, we continue working to finalise a well-grounded
curriculum that will contain the different levels and modules.
As Robert Storm said ¨"It's hard to make predictions especially about the future."— but the EMBRACE project is
striving to make predictions and therefore, the partnership is
working on the curriculum to prepare it for testing with
experts, educators, students, and people within business
and industry settings. Additional to this, there is another
testing session planned to analyse the EMBRACEEduLab to
obtain as many insights as possible, in order to make our
platform user-friendly and accessible to all users.
If you are interested in participating in the testing and
eva l u a t i o n o f t h e E M B R AC E c u r r i c u l u m a n d
EM BRACEEdu Lab
please send us an emai l to

info@csembrace.eu
The future is social. We are committed to establishing an
effective program that will inspire and embrace the
opportunities for responsible leadership and social impact.
To do so, we need entrepreneurs and therefore, changemakers and creative thinkers, committed with the most
significant issues.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

http://csembrace.eu
Project news and updates
Info about partners
Project results
Information in 9 languages
Access to EMBRACEedulab

Another year finishes with a dynamic feeling of uncertainty
and ambiguity.
Another year of changes.
Another year that allows us to reflect and think on what is
coming.
But also,
Another year arrives with the possibility of creating more
social impact and overcoming difficulties.
Another year that Corporate Social Entrepreneurs will make
the best of it.
Another year that EMBRACE will work together for the future.
THE FUTURE IS SOCIAL.
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